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Brief Description of Research Project

A majority portion of the current service interchanges (an
interchange is called service when freeways meet arterials or
collectors) in the U.S were built more than 50 years ago when traffic
volume was much lower, and the type of vehicles and driving habits
were completely different. Because of the inconsistency between the
old designs and today's condition, many of these interchanges are
dealing with serious safety and traffic operation problems. Therefore,
it has been an essential task for the transportation agencies to
improve the performance of interchanges regarding traffic service,

safety, and pedestrian. This study proposes the new super diverging
diamond interchange (super DDI) as the possible alternative design
where existing interchanges are failing. A comprehensive series of
simulation tests in VISSIM and the Surrogate Safety Assessment
Model (SSAM) will model the traffic operation, pedestrian
performance, and safety of the most critical interchanges located in
Mountain-Plains Region (MPR). Then, the models will be compared
with the proposed super DDI design at each location to clarify the
benefits of the improvement. A cost estimation and validation
procedure will be also conducted to complete the study. This study is
the first step in improving the failing interchanges in MPR in a more
beneficial way. Therefore, the results will be useful in the planning
phase of the interchange improvement projects which are going to
consider a DDI as the target design, while the super DDI might be
introduced for them as a better alternative which provides more
benefits.
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